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ABSTRACT
Recent technological advancements in digital audio workstation software, social media
platforms, and viral marketing techniques have eliminated much of the up-front capital required
for artists to create professional recordings and launch marketing campaigns. These
advancements have altered the landscape of the modern recorded music industry, empowering the
low budget independent artist, and significantly diminishing the value proposition of major record
labels to artists. The rise of peer-to-peer file sharing, a trend that began in 1999 with Napster,
has ushered a new era where a large percentage of consumers of recorded music have become
accustomed to obtaining recordings for free. Attempts to eliminate or reduce the use of filesharing platforms by intellectual property holders (major labels) have been largely futile. The
combination of file sharing and technological advancements has crippled major record label
profits, and will likely breed a new economically viable configuration of record label as major
labels continue toward bankruptcy.
Part I of this paper will examine the current economic state of the recorded music
industry, beginning with the rise of p2p file sharing in 1999 with Napster.
Part II will look detail the recent invention of the ‘360 deal’, the industry’s attempt to
salvage its traditional business model.
Part III will examine the four key areas where current 360 deals at major labels add value
to artists: recordings, publishing, merchandising and touring. It will offer theoretical hands-on
strategies for an unsigned musician to replicate the value added functions of a major label with
very little up front capital, in a way that better serves their own economic and creative interests.
This portion will be based on rational proposition.
Part IV will derive a new business model configuration for a record label from the
principals discussed in Part III.
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Chapter 1
The rise of P2P file sharing and its impact on the music industry
Recorded music began to slowly lose its value beginning in June of 1999, when 19-yearold Shawn Fanning launched Napster, a peer-to-peer file sharing platform, as a method for him
and his friends to swap music files.1 The program facilitated the trading of individual songs in
MP3 format. Napster acts as an indexing device; it compiles, in real-time, a list of available
songs from all users currently logged in to the Napster platform. This procedure is commonly
referred to as peer-to-peer (“P2P”) file sharing. Napster accumulated 80 million users by
Feburary 2001, about a year and a half after the platform was launched, with about 10,000 songs
being shared per second.2 Research firm Webnoize estimated that two billion songs were
downloaded using the Napster platform in January 2001 alone. Napster sparked a fundamental
change in consumer behavior that would continue to evolve through the decade; an increasing
percentage of consumers of record music and other digital forms of intellectual property began to
accept, and eventually expect, to obtain such media for free. In 2001, critics of Napster began to
cite that many users of the file sharing platform, especially younger users, felt that downloading
music from Napster is not morally wrong.3
As Napster’s user base continued to grow exponentially, major record labels in the
United States began to see diminished sales of recorded music. This came after a period where
the record industry enjoyed an increase in US consumer spending per capita on recorded music
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from 1980 to 1999, with spending peaking at $71 annually.i However, the music industry saw an
inflection point in 1999 with the emergence of peer-to-peer file sharing, when recorded music
sales began a decade-long fall, and record companies began to terminate employees in an effort to
remain profitable. At the turn of the century, Internet use for downloading or streaming recorded
media was still in its infancy, and a paradigm shift began to transform sales of physical CD’s into
digital single downloads.
December 1999 marked the first instance of major record label backlash toward online
file sharing, with A&M Records et. al’s lawsuit against Napster Inc. Several record companies
and music publishers filed a complaint against Napster in the District Court for the Northern
District of California. The plaintiffs charged Napster with “contributory and vicarious”
copyright infringement.4 Napster argued that a substantial percentage of files shared on its
platform constituted non-infringing file sharing. However, the district court ruled in the
plaintiffs’ favor, enjoining Napster “from engaging in, or facilitating others in copying,
downloading, uploading, transmitting, or distributing plaintiffs’ copyrighted musical
compositions and sound recordings, protected by either federal or state law, without express
permission of the rights owner.“ 5 Napster appealed the case, but the United States Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit affirmed the ruling of the United States District Court for the
Northern District of California, and Napster was held liable. The platform was temporarily
suspended from operation (it would return later as a for-profit pay streaming music service).
However, a new file sharing site, Grokster, gained overnight popularity at a pace similar to
Napster’s rise.
Major record labels would continue to sue file-sharing platforms throughout the decade
and to the modern day. However, creators of file sharing software prove time and again that
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their rapid innovation remains multiple steps ahead of regulators and litigators. The elimination
of one file sharing platform and immediate birth of another would continue to frustrate major
label executives and eat into label revenues.
Websites like Kazaa and Napster did not maintain their user bases for two reasons: one,
people grew concerned they would be slapped with outrageous fines, and two, sharing services
became notorious for infecting computers with viruses.6 The most heavily-used illegal music
service in North America through 2010, LimeWire, was closed in October 2010 when a federal
court in New York issued a permanent injunction against the company. The percentage of the US
internet population using a P2P file- sharing service fell from 16 per cent in the fourth quarter of
2007 to 9 per cent in the fourth quarter of 2010, when Limewire ceased its file-sharing
operations.7 However, this platform’s demise spurred an almost instantaneous rise in a new
innovative method of file sharing which has increased ease of use, number of files available, and
anonymity of users, the three key components to ensuring confidence among a platform’s user
base. This most recent file-sharing technique that has authorities and regulators baffled is called
“torrenting”. Instead of sharing entire files, torrenting works by taking small parts of files from
many different users, which increases the speed of download. Thus, torrenting does not depend
on the characteristics of one single host’s connection, but relies on many individual users
contributing small parts of a file into a larger "swarm."8 By conservative estimates, popular file
sharing protocol BitTorrent accounts for between 20 and 35 percent of all Web traffic.9 The wide
adoption of search engines has helped fuel the convenience of torrenting. Torrenting platforms
integrate search indexing technology into their own platforms in order to help users pinpoint
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desired files. Around half of users of unauthorized downloads said they found the music through
a search engine, according to research in 2011 in New Zealand.10
Consumer behavior experts do not foresee a decline in the view that sharing files illegally
is not immoral. As the computer savvy centennial generation ages and consumer behaviors of
the younger generate disseminate into the mainstream, the frequency of file sharing will continue
to increase. Younger demographics are less concerned with ownership and more concerned with
access.11 This phenomenon has lead to the rise in music streaming services like Spotify and
Rhapsody.
Major record labels12 and other intellectual property rights holders have had little success
in combating illegal downloading. Their war on downloading has been waged at three separate
points of contact: the content level, the network level, and the user level.13 A common theme
behind the continued failure of anti-illegal downloading campaigns lies within an insight from
French philosopher Michael Foucault, that coercion alone cannot ensure compliance.14 The
music industry has won each of its major lawsuits against piracy platform hosts over the past
decade, but still has not seen material sustainable decreases in illegal downloading. For every
network operator that has been sued out of existence, another has come along. Evolution of p2p
file sharing began with Napster, Aimster, and Grokster, and as each of the three platforms was
shut down, Azureus, LimeWire, and Shareaza quickly took their place.15 This trend in recent
history suggests that no significant changes in either access to file sharing platforms or consumer
attitudes toward illegal file sharing will occur in the foreseeable future, implying a continued poor
10
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business environment for intellectual property holders hoping to earn from recorded music.
These market conditions are not an anomaly but a new normal, with major record labels
struggling to adapt.
The International Federation of the Phonographic Industry revealed last year that 28
percent of global Internet users use illegal file sharing services on a monthly basis.16 Around half
of these are using peer-to-peer networks, with the other half being non-P2P unauthorized
channels, or torrenting, which the IFPI sites as “a fast-growing problem”. Illegal downloads have
had a negative impact on sales. Research by The NPD Group in the US in 2010 found that just
35 per cent of P2P users also pay for music downloads. P2P users spent $42 per year on music
on average, compared with $76 among those that pay to download and $126 among those that
pay to subscribe to a music service.17
Many music industry experts assert that free file swapping is actually a net positive for
the music industry, with file sharing acting as free marketing and promotion, and cash flows
appearing in auxiliary areas like merchandise and touring rather than in recorded music sales.
Rafael and Waldfogel offer an empirical approach to illegal music downloading and social
welfare, illustrating that “downloading reduces their per capita expenditure (on hit albums
released 1999-2003) from $126 to $100 but raises per capita consumer welfare by $70.”18
Although downloading reduces revenue by $25 per capita, it raises consumer surplus by $70 per
capita. The reduction in deadweight loss is $45 per capita, nearly double the reduction in industry
revenue.19 This reduction in deadweight loss can be viewed as a net positive for the industry,
with consumers more likely to spend on other facets of an artist’s brand or live show. However,
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this consumption strategy does not benefit the traditional major record label, which drives
revenues exclusively through the sale of recorded music. This has led to a steep decline in
record label profits, as well as a key record label invention, the 360 deal, which will be detailed
later in this paper.
Consumer and artist have demonstrated fierce backlash toward major labels pursuing
individual downloaders with lawsuits. Grammy winning artist Moby wrote on his website, “File
sharing is a reality, and it would seem that the labels would do well to learn how to incorporate it
into their business models somehow. Record companies suing 12-year-old girls for file sharing
is kind of like horse-and-buggy operators suing Henry Ford."20 David Draiman, front man of
multi-platinum rock band Disturbed, spoke, "This is not rocket science. Instead of spending all
this money litigating against kids who are the people they're [major record labels] trying to sell
things to in the first place, they have to learn how to effectively use the Internet."21 Many modern
day artists observe the record industry as a bloated industry with too many middlemen, selling an
overpriced and often mediocre product.
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Chapter 2
Multiple rights “360” deals… the industry’s saving grace?
Since 2000, income from sales of recorded music has fallen by about 40 percent.22 The
music industry’s response to these declining revenues is the invention of the multiple rights deal,
also known as the 360 deal. Traditional record contracts are set up as term contracts where the
label receives exclusive rights to an artist’s recorded music, and pays the artist royalties from
sales. The artist receives a percentage of either the retail price of the record or the price the
record company gets from it’s distribution partner, or wholesale price.23 360 deals are
characterized by labels not only receiving royalties like in a traditional contract, but also sharing
in cash flows from any cash generating activity an artist performs, including paid promotions,
licensing, merchandising, touring, and publishing. The important four areas that the label
controls are recordings, publishing, merchandising and touring. Current market conditions are
granting labels the following percentages of cash flows in each category: endorsements (15–
20%), performance (10–30%), merchandising (20–50%) and film/TV money (15–40%)’.24 The
360 deal is the new industry standard for both new and established artists, described by Music
Week as ‘standard for new acts at major labels and common among independents’25
Perhaps the concept of a record label turned all-inclusive music service is not novel.
During the 1970s, for example, EMI had control of a major British cinema and theatre chain (one
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of the major live music circuits), a network of clubs, discos and dancehalls, a network of talent
and artist agencies, concert promotion companies, ticket outlets and a ‘muzak’ library. It was
Britain’s largest distributor of musical instruments and owned, among others, an American
recording equipment producer, the record store HMV, an American rackjobbing enterprise and a
shopfitting service.26 However, major record labels built a business out of recording,
manufacturing, and selling recorded music through CD’s over the past two decades, and have
strayed from their former role as a one stop shop. However, many current artist managers are
skeptical that labels have the appropriate expertise to bring value to artist development.27
Numerous high profile artists have signed 360 deals with record labels, many of whom
signing with promotion and ticketing giant Live Nation. Live Nation’s roster includes popular
artists including Jay-Z, U2, and Madonna. The flagship 360 deal occurred in 2007 between
Madonna and Live Nation. The deal was widely reported as being worth $120 million. Madonna
received 1.2m Live Nation shares (worth approximately $24.5m), a $17.5m signing bonus and a
$17m to $20m advance per album for at least three albums.28 In return for the sizeable
investment that Live Nation made in Madonna’s brand, the company received a percentage of
earnings from ‘everything that Madonna will do music-related over the next ten years, anywhere
in the world, including touring, private events, studio albums, DVDs, film [and] TV’.29
These high profile, high dollar amount deals have been used as evidence of a shifting
balance of power within the music industry from record labels toward live performance.
However, 360 deals with advance payments ranging in millions of dollars do not frequently occur
for independent artists who are still growing a fan base. These deals are typically reserved for
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high profile, established artists with proven fan bases. Established artists enter into 360 deals
with significantly more leverage, and therefore more favorable advances and earnings splits.
Three US major record labels own about 70% of rights to recorded music.30 However,
this asset is a cash cow that is declining in value, inversely proportional to the rise of file sharing.
And with a growing proportion of up and coming independent artists opting for independent
record contracts or self-promotion, record labels will remain hard pressed to find new artists to
create new revenue streams.
A visual representation of the change in profit and loss from record deals before the
advent of the 360 deal is shown below:

31

Major record labels have traditionally invested large amounts of capital in many artists,
expecting to lose their initial investment on a high percentage of artists, but anticipating to more
than offset such losses with earnings from highly successful artists. This formula, invest in many
and recoup from a few, is precisely the same formula record companies employ with 360 deals,
only with different revenue streams.
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Major record labels are in a tough economic environment at the moment; income from
traditional record deals has been steadily declining with the rise of peer-to-peer file sharing, and
360 deals are still in relative infancy, given that the nature of such deals includes record labels
receiving cash flows many years after their initial investment.
Artist backlash toward 360 deals has been swift. Many artists complain that such deals
result in “cookie cutter” songs and suffocate creativity, given that the creative direction of an
artist lies under control of label businessmen fueled by profits, rather than artists fueled by
genuine creativity. Further, terms of many 360 deals are stacked heavily in the label’s favor.
Under most 360 deal contracts, the label takes its earnings as a percentage of gross revenues that
the artist earns. All other parties involved in an artist’s business, namely managers, producers,
and the artists themselves, are paid based on net (after expenses) figures.33 This discrepancy can
inflate the label’s cut to a disproportionate level, leaving other parties with significantly less left
over earnings than anticipated at the signing of the contract. Further, labels routinely crosscollateralize an artist’s earnings. This is the process of offsetting losses in one area, for instance
32
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a record royalty account, against the artist’s profits in an unrelated area, for instance publishing
income, so that the record label can recoup all losses before the artist receives any positive cash
flow.34 These are two of many widely held complaints against record label gaining an
unprecedented level of control.
How have labels been able to justify multiple rights deals? Donald Passman claims in his
‘just desserts’ argument that labels justify 360 deals through the following assertion: Of all the
players in the artist’s life, the label is the only one who spends substantial money to make the
artist a household name. After the launch, when the band has achieved notoriety, the group
generates cash flows through touring, songwriting, ‘selling your face to teenagers on T-shirts’ etc.
Passman argues that this unfair. Because the label invested heavily during the artist’s infancy, it
should share in the profits of artists that gain large popularity, given that the popularity is a direct
function of the label’s initial investment.35 This argument is the passive justification that labels
offer their artists and the media for 360 deals. An additional argument is often cited, where the
label takes an ongoing ‘active’ role. This ‘active partnership’ states: we will provide you with
ongoing and new services and you will pay us for them.36
One bright spot in the music industry is the growth in live performance revenues.
Worldwide live music revenues totaled $23.5 billion in 2011, up from $16.6 billion in 2006, and
advancing healthily each year, even through the 2008-2009 recession.37 The music industry
company best positioned to capitalize on this trend is Live Nation. Live Nation has signed a host
of artists to 360 deals of its own, which revolve around promotion and live performance, and do
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not include any recording functions whatsoever. The company maps its priorities in the
following diagram:

38

The company has spent a massive amount of capital penning 360 deals with Jay-Z,
Madonna, Nickelback, Shakira, and U2, and has yet to return on its investment, resulting in a
44% decrease in the companies stock in the nine months beginning with Madonna’s contract.39
Live Nation captured the shifting landscape in the time period required from artist discovery to
becoming a top popular artist in its 2010 analyst day presentation in the following graphic:
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Given the explosion of video/audio sharing networks like YouTube, coupled with cheap
recording software, talented artists can showcase talent online, amass online fans, and translate
those fans into real-world live performance earnings, bypassing the traditional requirement of a
major record label. This process will be explained in more detail in part III.
This paper will not argue against the economic viability of Live Nation, a company
which operates not in the copyright business like the 3 major labels, but in the live entertainment
business (even though LYV has had negative net income each of the past four years).iv The 3
major labels sell a digital product (sound recordings) that can be easily pirated. However, Live
Nation sells an experience to customers, something that cannot be pirated or replicated.
40
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Though live performances are booming, sound recordings will certainly remain as the
main vehicle for listening to popular music for the foreseeable future, given the wide-ranging
consumer adoption of mp3 players. However, this does not imply that consumers will reverse the
trend toward expecting free recorded content. In 2010, 326.2 million albums were sold in the US
vs. 26.2 concert tickets, illustrating that artists can reach a much wider audience through
recordings than live music.41 This is due to the physical limitations of live venues. An
inquisitive mind simply need walk down a busy street in a major US city to find a majority of
people commuting with ear buds. But over the next decade, this wide spread use and enjoyment
of recorded music will transform to a promotion vehicle so as to fill more seats at live shows,
rather than its traditional role as a main source of revenue.
As the value of recorded music continues to decline, major record labels find themselves
in a waiting game. The economic viability or precise formula for success in 360 deals is far from
proven, and record labels continue to churn out negative earnings quarter after quarter. Whether
360 deals will be the saving grace of the industry is at this point speculation. Betting on the
success of such deals may not yield positive cash flows soon enough. As John Maynard Keynes
famously spoke, “The market [for recorded music?] can stay irrational longer than you can stay
solvent.”42
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Chapter 3
Empowered artists: replicating record label functions for low cost
How can an independent artist replicate the traditional value add of a major label on a
small budget? If this is possible, can an economically viable business be constructed to deliver
this product suite, so as to eliminate search costs and provide convenience for independent
artists?
The answer to this question is yes.
An artist can begin his career replicating the functions of a label himself with very little
up front capital. This requires a very small amount of outsourcing major functions to third
parties. These functions are defined as recordings, publishing, merchandising and touring. The
artist can scale up his brand by outsourcing these functions one by one to third parties, with
complete control over scale and cost. Importantly, the artist is able to keep the intellectual
property rights to his recorded content, something that he usually signed away almost entirely to
the label. This way, he can reap all the benefits of his work. The artist is also able to retain
control of his creative direction, something that is signed over to a label in a 360 deal. This is a
major point of artist backlash, with many artists feeling creatively constricted or manipulated for
the sake of driving record label profits.
Two recent technological shocks have caused fundamental changes in the cost of
traditional record label functions. The first, with regard to the cost of producing professional
quality recordings, is the invention and development of modern DAW, or digital audio
workstation software, and the subsequent decline in price and increase in ease of use of such
software. The second shock has revolutionized marketing and merchandising functions. This

16
shock is the maturation of social networks into everyday use across many media consumer
demographics, and the recent explosion of viral marketing.

Recording
The first and perhaps most vital area where an artist must replicate the professional
quality of a major label is in sound recording. Modern day independent artists are empowered
with the ability to replicate a professional quality recording studio for under $2000.43 The key
technological shock that makes this task possible is the development of DAWs, or digitial audio
workstations. These software suites have decreased in price and increased in ease of use over the
past decade. Examples of such products are Avid’s Pro Tools, Steinberg’s Cubase, and Apple’s
Logic. These software programs allow an individual user to replicate almost all analog functions
performed in recording studios using digital plug-ins. Coupled with a mid-level studio
condenser microphone, this software allows artists to record any type of sound and modify the
sound in most any way imaginable, so as to achieve professional quality results. Initial capital
required to fund a home studio based around a DAW is low, and an independent artist with basic
knowledge of music production, mixing, and mastering can achieve an identical level of
professional sound to a major recording studio. An independent artist with no knowledge of
these recording functions can teach himself with web-based resources for a fairly small
investment of time, with no capital expenditure. A sample home studio can be constructed with
the following items:

43

Table 3-1
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1. Recording
Item

Solo Artist (Singer/guitarist/pianist)
Example

Computer

Apple MacBook Pro MD101LL/A 13.3-Inch
Laptop

DAW

Logic Pro 9

MIDI interface

Avid Recording Studio Interface

Condenser Mic Package

Blue Microphones Bluebird Cardioid
Condenser Plug-and-Play Microphone with
Studio Headphones and Microphone Pop
Filter

Mic cord

CBI MLC20 Low Z XLR Microphone Cable, 20
Foot

USB 2.0 cord

Mediabridge Hi-Speed USB 2.0 Cable - (10
Feet)

MIDI Keyboard
Miscellaneous

M-Audio Keystation 61ES 61-Key SemiWeighted USB MIDI Controller
VST instrument sound packs, Specialty
plugins, etc.

Cost

$1,110
$199

$80

$299

Reference
http://www.amazon.com/Apple-MacBookMD101LL-13-3-InchVERSION/dp/B0074703CM/ref=sr_1_13?ie=
UTF8&qid=1363462367&sr=813&keywords=imac
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/logicpro/id459578486?ls=1&mt=12
http://www.amazon.com/Avid-TechnologyRecordingStudio/dp/B0041OSWUG/ref=sr_1_1?s=elec
tronics&ie=UTF8&qid=1363462582&sr=11&keywords=m-audio+fast+track
http://www.amazon.com/Blue-MicrophonesCondenser-MicrophoneHeadphones/dp/B003LSGO94/ref=sr_1_3?s=
electronics&ie=UTF8&qid=1363462680&sr=
13&keywords=bluebird+microphone+condens
er

$148

http://www.amazon.com/CBI-MLC20Microphone-CableFoot/dp/B000VJJQUU/ref=sr_1_1?s=electro
nics&ie=UTF8&qid=1363462937&sr=11&keywords=mic+cord
http://www.amazon.com/Mediabridge-HiSpeed-USB-2-0Cable/dp/B001MSU1HG/ref=sr_1_2?s=electr
onics&ie=UTF8&qid=1363463006&sr=12&keywords=printer+cord
http://www.amazon.com/M-AudioKeystation-61-Key-Semi-WeightedController/dp/B0002H0GF0/ref=sr_1_7?s=el
ectronics&ie=UTF8&qid=1363463120&sr=17&keywords=midi+keyboard

$150

Various

$6

$5.50

$1,998

An initial investment of $2000 is required, but this investment is the only fixed cost of
producing sound recordings, with no variable cost per recording. The artist is not constricted by
studio time, and does not have to produce rushed versions of his artistic vision due to expensive
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hourly recording studio time. In most studios, hourly bills range from $50 - $500, implying a
three song demo, recorded over two full eight hour days, would cost between $800 and $8000.44

Marketing
Marketing techniques in the music industry have been recently revolutionized as
traditional recorded music media outlets have seen rapid technological changes over the past
decade. Access to music through streaming services like YouTube, Spotify, and Last.fm has
caused an exodus among 18-24 year old from AM/FM broadcasts to online streaming platforms.
In 2012, this demographic spent 47% less time listening to broadcast radio in comparison with
2011.45 Many of the users have migrated to Internet radio platforms like Pandora. Internet radio
listeners demonstrate tendencies to be social. 60% of Internet radio users reported visiting social
networking sites while listening to Internet radio.46
This fundamental shift in media consumption habits allows individuals to launch
marketing campaigns through online platforms, which yield equal or more success compared to
traditional marketing campaigns. The best part – Internet marketing campaigns can be launched
for a small fraction of traditional cost or even for free.
Artists have been keen to capitalize on a recent innovation in marketing strategy – viral
marketing. Viral marketing describes any strategy that encourages individuals to pass on a
marketing message to others, creating the potential for exponential growth in the message’s
exposure and influence.47 Much literature exists on the topic of viral marketing. Perhaps the
most succinct explanation of the marketing strategy is depicted by this diagram (Kaplan &
44

"Recording Connection Audio Institute - Learn One on One in a Real Recording Studio." How
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"Young Listeners Turn Off Broadcast, Tune Into Internet Radio [STUDY]." Mashable. N.p.,
15 May 2012. Web. 7 Mar. 2013.
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Wilson, Dr. Ralph F. "The Six Simple Principles of Viral Marketing Â» Web Marketing
Today." Web Marketing Today. N.p., 10 May 2012. Web. 01 Mar. 2013.
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Haenlein
2011):

48

Word of mouth consumer communication has existed for centuries. It is described as the
sharing of information about a product, promotion, etc., between a consumer and a friend,
colleague, or other acquaintance.49 This type of communication has been shown to substantially
inﬂuence consumer attitudes and behaviors. Research shows that word of mouth interaction
among friends or acquaintances can be up to seven times more effective than traditional print
advertising in impacting brand switching decisions.50 However, before online social media
platforms, messages distributed by word of mouth communication could only travel as far as the
limitations of the face to face interaction within real world social networks. The fundamental

48

Kaplan, Andreas M., and Michael Haenlein. "Two Hearts in Three-quarter Time: How to
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49
"Word-of-Mouth Communication (WOM)." American Marketing Association. N.d. Print.
50
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change occurred with the rise of online social networks, where word of mouth messages can
experience exponential growth.51
Independent artists who can capitalize on viral marketing techniques can spread their
music online on a grand scale, with marketing results equivalent or even surpassing those
achieved by big budget labels. The artist need only generate content that satisfies the key
elements of a ‘viral’ message. These key elements are environment, message, and messengers,
and are depicted below:

52

Three specific types of messengers are required to ensure the transformation of an
ordinary message into a viral one: market mavens, social hubs, and salespeople.53 Market mavens
are individuals who remain early adopters of new things and are usually the first to seek out,
discover, and embrace new trends. This type of person is usually among the first to get exposed
to the message. The market maven then transmits it to their immediate social network, as this
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type of person enjoys engaging friends and exposing valuable new products and services. The
second key element in a viral message chain, social hubs, are individuals with a substantial
number number of social connections. These people often know hundreds of different people
and have the ability to serve as connectors between different subcultures. Salespeople, the final
link in the viral message chain, receive the message from the market maven, amplify it by making
it more relevant and persuasive, and then communicate it to the social hub for further
distribution.54
Certain types of messages are better suited to ‘go viral’ than others. A viral message
must be both memorable and interesting, enough so that a receiver of the message is compelled to
pass it on to his social network. This is the process that repeats to create exponential growth.
The environment in which a message is launched is the final ingredient; both timing and
context of the campaign launch must be right.
A current example of a successful viral video campaign is artist Psy’s “Gangnam Style”,
the first video in the history of the Internet to reach one billion documented views.55 A simple
analysis of the “Gangnam Style” video yields a viral success by Kaplan and Haenlein’s formula.
With regard to environment, co-producers Park Jae-Sang and Yoo Gun Hyung penned the
instrumental backing track in an upbeat electro-house style, which was peaking in the popular
music market in the United States. The song features verse lyrics rhythmically “rapped” in
Korean, with chorus lyrics sung in English, helping the accessibility and appeal of the song
spread past the Korean pop demographic and into US mainstream music. The message of the
video is both memorable and interesting, with artist Psy’s wardrobe consisting of various brightly
colored tuxedos. Park Jae-Sang and Yoo Gun Hyung cemented the viral appeal of their video by
creating an infectious dance to accompany the chorus. This element circulated through US
54
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popular culture instantaneously, with many notable popular figures recording their own
“Gangnam Style” dance. This element generated the personal factor that compelled media
consumers to share the video with friends and acquaintances.
Another example of viral marketing success is found in Macklemore and Ryan Lewis’s
“Thrift Shop”, the first independently released song to reach number one on Billboard’s Top 100
hit singles chart since Lisa Loeb's "Stay (I Missed You)" in 1994.56 The song was produced and
released under Ben Haggerty’s (Macklemore) self-titled company, Macklemore LLC. The song
features lyrics that describe Macklemore’s preference for buying clothes from thrift shops, in
order to, as he eloquently describes “look fresh”, while avoiding the steep price tags of designer
brand clothing.
The video for the song was released on August 29, 2012, and has since garnered 172
million views on YouTube.57 Haggerty and Lewis created and directed the video, which features
a low budget collection of scenes in Seattle, Washington at various thrift shops. Haggerty and
Lewis’s “Thrift Shop” further confirms that a “memorable and interesting” message coupled with
entertaining visuals lead to a viral marketing success. The upbeat backing instrumental track and
contagious hook line cause create a strong memorable trait to the song itself. The message of
thrifty spending and flaunting wacky clothing leaves a lasting impression with the song’s target
demographic of 16-28 year olds. The execution of an equally untamed music video provides the
extraordinary element that causes media consumers to share the video with friends, colleagues,
and acquaintances through social media, the backbone of word of mouth viral marketing.
Macklemore’s hit charted at #1 on the top singles charts of twelve countries, including the US,

"Macklemore’s € Thrift Shop Is First Independent Hit to Top Charts in Nearly Two Decades."
NewsFeed Macklemore’s Thrift Shop Is First Independent Hit to Top Charts in Nearly Two
Decades Comments. N.p., n.d. Web. 14 Jan. 2013.
57
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YouTube. YouTube, 29 Aug. 2012. Web. 6 Mar. 2013.
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Canada, Australia, Israel, and France, serving as a landmark example of how independent artists
can reach the pinnacle of worldwide popularity.
The recent advent of social networking and subsequent development of viral marketing is
the vehicle through which artists can replicate massive marketing efforts with very little up front
capital. Before this innovation, launching marketing campaigns through traditional media outlets
like TV and radio required large initial capital expenditures. Because artists do not need the
capital from labels for this purpose, they are able to avoid signing away their intellectual
property, and future earnings from their recorded work. As media consumers continue to shift
their consumption outlets away from TV and radio, toward online services, like Pandora, Spotify,
and YouTube, viral marketing will gain more potential.

Publishing
In modern industry standard conditions for independent artists, a publishing company
will enter into a “co-publishing” deal with an artist where the intellectual property is distributed
50% to the artist and 50% to the third party publisher. The artist becomes “co”-owner in the
publisher’s share, effectively retaining ownership of 75% of the intellectual property.58 This type
of deal is industry standard and requires zero up front capital from the recording artist. However,
a publisher may choose not to take on a new artist, depending on the potential for commercial
success of the artist’s music. The artist must demonstrate commercial capability of his work
through self-marketing efforts through the Internet. A fundamental shock to this category has
occurred over the past five years with the advent of social networking and viral marketing. An
artist who successfully uses these low/zero capital marketing techniques will bring leverage to his
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meeting with a publisher, effectively taking the guess work out of the publishers job for whether
the music has commercial appeal, and ensuring the publisher will take on the artist.
An artist need only join a performance rights organization, such as SESAC, BMI,
ASCAP or PRS, to ensure that his work is copyrighted, and that all legal incidents of exploitation
of his work result in compensation. The cheapest option for an artist is ASCAP, which requires a
one-time initiation fee of $35 and no annual contribution.59
In terms of music distribution, the rapid rise of online music stores like iTunes, Amazon,
etc. has ushered an era where artists need almost no up-front capital to get their recordings into
the top online marketplaces. Companies like Tunecore will place an artist’s music in iTunes,
Amazon, Spotify and many other stores for as cheaply as a one-time fixed cost of $47 and no
subsequent variable costs.60 Tunecore does not require an artist to sacrifice any of his intellectual
property as do record label distribution and publishing deals. The artist receives 100% of the
money from music sales along with detailed streaming and sales reports. Companies like these
have effectively eliminated the traditional capital-intensive distribution chain, with the key
element being the shift from music sales as a physical item (CD) to a digital file.

Merchandising
This paper will not delve into merchandising as deeply as recording or publishing and
marketing given merchandising’s relatively low impact on the bottom line of a small independent
artist’s paycheck.
Merchandising is an area where major record labels do not add value through hard to gain
expertise, but through convenience. The Internet has provided a shock to the traditional method
of merchandising through lowering search cost through search engines, lowering prices of custom
59
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apparel through increased competition, and increasing confidence through extensive company
review forums. Thanks to countless apparel design companies present on the Internet, an
independent artist is able replicate the merchandising function of a label with very little
knowledge of apparel design. Websites like Custom Ink and Cafepress offer apparel design
services for unit costs around $7 - $10 per t-shirt in bulk orders.61 An independent artist or band
will need initial capital to fund the purchase of inventory, but can scale up a merchandising
operation accordingly, using live shows and viral marketing as forums for promotion. Artists
can use platforms like Cafepress to design apparel online and have consumers buy directly from
the website. The website credits the artist’s account with the difference between the unit cost
and the cost that artist’s decide to showcase on the website. This method requires no up-front
capital.

Touring
The technological shocks that empower an artist in the areas of recording and marketing
do not flow through to the fourth piece of the 360-deal puzzle, touring. This paper will only
lightly touch on touring from the perspective of an independent artist, so as to complete the
analysis of the four 360-deal value adds. A music manager and/or booking agent is still
necessary, given that independent artists with local fan bases presumably have not established
relationships with venues and concert promoters. A typical manager will take 15% of sales that
occur as a result of the manager’s direct efforts.62
Touring is an issue very much independent from recording. Most artists receive the
majority of income through touring, and sign deals with ticketing and promotion companies like
61
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Live Nation.63 These deals are independent of record contracts, and offer value to artists in the
way they are currently structured. The independent artist cannot easily or reasonably replicate
the functions of a live promotion or ticketing firm like Live Nation.
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Mar. 2013.
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Chapter 4
Implications for the future of record labels
Given that artists can replicate the major value adds of a major label themselves, and
have the benefit of retaining 100% share in their own intellectual property if they avoid a record
deal, should not all independent artists avoid major record deals? Will this not lead to eventual
diminishing of record labels’ clients, recording artists, and therefore profits? It already has.
However, many artists are so enthralled by the sizeable up-front payment that a record deal
offers, that they sign record deals with major record labels. Further, current artists have not
shown signs of terminating existing contracts with major labels, because of significant switching
costs and penalties from being legally bound to the label.
However, given that an artist can replicate such functions, should not a market player
enter who operates somewhere between a major label and an independent artist, offering
recordings, publishing, merchandising and touring services to artists without the disadvantages of
a major label? The economic conditions of the current music industry would suggest that such a
market player would enter.
What will such a player look like? Such an organization would be composed of four
independent parties who specialize in each of the four areas of a 360 deal: recordings, publishing,
merchandising and touring. However, instead of a configuration like a current major label, the
“label” of the future will involve significantly less people, and therefore less overhead, and be
much more nimble than current major labels. The recording function need only involve one
sound engineer with an investment of $2000 - $5000 (as illustrated before) up front for recording
necessities. Marketing and promotion need only involve a small third party firm who specializes
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in viral marketing, not traditional marketing. Such a firm can achieve identical results to a
traditional large marketing corporation at a fraction of the price and manpower. Publishing need
only involve a third party publishing firm, whose work is made easy by the results and buzz of
viral marketing efforts. Merchandising can be executed for low capital investment for initial
inventory, or for no up-front capital through an exclusively on-line platform. Touring, unlike the
other functions, has not been revolutionized by the Internet and technology in a precipitous
manner, and requires a booking manager who will receive a percentage of revenues, in line with
the traditional industry model.
An individual or firm capable of aggregating third party experts to execute each of the
four functions could operate with much less overhead and could provide better terms to artists
without sacrificing profitability. Such a firm could deliver the same value as a major recording
company and demand less of an artist’s intellectual property, while avoiding the creativity stifling
conditions that arise in many 360 deal cases. Because the firm would not require as much initial
capital to fund artists, and would require a lesser percentage of revenues toward SG&A expenses
(personnel), the firm could achieve higher return on investment than current major labels.
Given the current trajectory of media consumption habits, a new game-changing
configuration of record label might be just over the horizon.
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